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Composite structures are widely used due to their superior properties, such as low den-
sity, high strength, and high stiffness-to-weight ratio (Mallick, 1993, Fiber-Reinforced
Composites: Materials, Manufacturing, and Design, Marcel Dekker, New York). How-
ever, the lack of methodologies for variation modeling and analysis of composite part
assembly has imposed a significant constraint on developing dimensional control for
composite assembly processes. This paper develops a modeling method to predict assem-
bly deviation for compliant composite parts in a single-station assembly process. The
approach is discussed in two steps: considering the part manufacturing error (PME) only
and considering both the PME and the fixture position error (FPE). Finite element
method (FEM) and homogenous coordinate transformation are used to reveal the impact
of the PME and the FPE. The validity of the method is verified with two case studies on
assembly deviation prediction of two composite laminated plates considering the PME
only and both the PME and the FPE, respectively. The proposed method provides the
basis for assembly deviation prediction in the multistation composite assembly.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4033231]
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1 Introduction

Composite structures have been widely used in practice due to
their low density, high strength, and high stiffness-to-weight ratio
[1]. Assembly of composite structures is a manufacturing process
of joining two or more composite parts together using various
joining techniques. Due to the dimensional variability of parts, fix-
tures, and joining processes, variation inevitably exists when the
composite parts are assembled together. Therefore, dimension
analysis and variation reduction play an important role in the qual-
ity control of composite parts assembly process. To achieve satis-
factory dimensional accuracy, one of the important challenges is
to understand how dimensional variation of parts and fixtures
impacts the assembly variation. The dimensional control of com-
posite parts becomes more challenging due to its compliant nature
and anisotropic characteristics of composite structures.

In recent years, research has been done in the area of assembly
deviation modeling and analysis for the assembly of sheet metal
compliant parts. Liu and Hu [2] proposed an offset element
method to predict assembly deviation of sheet metal for a one-
dimensional model by combining engineering structural mechan-
ics with statistical methods. Moreover, assembly tolerances in
series and in parallel were evaluated by using linear mechanics
[3], which showed that the assembly deviation can be less than the
“stacked up” of component deviations in compliant part assembly
due to the fact that assembly deviation was affected not only by
the geometry of the components but also by the stiffness of the
components in parallel assembly. Liu and Hu [4] expanded the
model to compliant sheet metal parts with 2D or 3D free-form
surfaces by using FEM to construct a sensitivity matrix relating
the incoming part deviation to the output assembly deviation. This
method was called the method of influence coefficient (MIC).

MIC was further extended to multistation assembly processes
with compliant parts by Camelio et al. [5] following the concepts
of the stream-of-variation theory [6]. It is assumed that sources of
variation are independent in the paper [5]. However, the independ-
ence assumption may not always be adequate [7]. Camelio et al.
[7] presented the effect of geometric covariance of sources of var-
iation on the calculation of assembly variation of compliant parts
with consideration of the dependence of sources of variation. The
covariance matrix of assembly was calculated by combining prin-
cipal component analysis and finite element analysis (FEA) based
on the MIC model. Choi and Chung [8] extended the concepts of
the sources of variation and the MIC model for a compliant me-
chanical assembly by utilizing the welding distortion patterns and
a transformation matrix to efficiently model the deformation
due to the joining process. Matuszyk et al. [9] combined the
point distribution modal and Kernel density estimation to provide
a statistical shape model (the KDE–PDM) that can represent cor-
related variation modes. The KDE–PDM’s capabilities make it
particularly suitable to variation monitoring and diagnosis of
high-dimensional measurement datasets. To further increase the
prediction accuracy of assembly deviation, Dahlstrom and
Lindkvist [10] considered contact between parts to avoid penetra-
tions based on MIC. The contact model was composed of contact
detection and a contact equilibrium search algorithm. To fully
address the detailed process for 3D assembly of industrial com-
plexity, Lee et al. [11] presented a streamlined procedure for vari-
ation analysis of a complex assembly, a commercial airplane’s
wing-box assembly.

Different from the MIC methods, Chang and Gossard [12] pro-
posed a computational framework for predicting the deviations of
an assembly consisting of compliant, nonideal parts (e.g., manu-
factured part with dimensional errors) by representing the devia-
tions and displacements of the features with 6� 1 transformation
vectors. Shui et al. [13] proposed a set of principles to decouple
automotive parts into beam members, beam connectivity selec-
tion, beam-to-beam joint geometry modeling, and process locating
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points for dimensional control of assembly process. To predict
assembly deviation more accurately, Liao and Wang [14] and Xie
et al. [15] considered the contact and friction between two assem-
bly surfaces when they analyzed the nonlinear dimensional varia-
tion of sheet metal assemblies. In the assembly process, residual
stress unavoidably exists in the assembly. Considering the effects
of residual stress, Stewart and Chase [16] developed a new
method, piecewise-linear elastic analysis, to statistically predict
the deformation and springback resulting from the assembly fix-
tures. Peng et al. [17] analyzed the effects of processing and mate-
rial parameters on springback of a specified laminated steel sheet.
Abdelal et al. [18] proposed a nonlinear explicit finite element
model to simulate the riveting process of the small panels and lon-
gitudinal stiffeners. The model can predict the deformation caused
by the riveting process more accurately, but more expensive time-
wise compared to the MIC.

The existing literature has focused on the variation analysis of
compliant assembly of isotropic sheet metal parts. They cannot be
directly applied to the deviation modeling and analysis for com-
pliant composite assembly due to the anisotropic characteristics of
composite materials. In fact, few studies on deviation prediction
of composite assemblies can be found in the literature. Dong and
Kang [19] presented a method based on the response surface
methodology by establishing a regression model, which can pres-
ent the relationship between the part deviation and assembly devi-
ation in the composite assembly process with the help of virtual
experiments and FEA. There are three limitations in this method:
(i) The method only considers the part variation without consider-
ing the fixture or tooling variation; (ii) for constructing the regres-
sion model linking part deviation with geometric tolerance of the
corresponding assembly, the assembly deviation of each node on
the assembly has to be computed using FEM. And then, the as-
sembly deviation of all the nodes on the assembly should be trans-
ferred to geometric tolerance of the assembly. Both of the two
aforementioned steps are very time consuming. (iii) This is a data-
driven model method without considering the physics and design
information of the assembly process.

In an assembly process, the fixture deviation has significant
impacts on the assembly deviation [6,20]. For dimensional control
for an assembly process of rigid parts, Jin and Shi [6] and Ding
et al. [20] analyzed the influence of fixture deviation over assem-
bly deviation by converting fixture deviation vectors to part locat-
ing deviation vectors, and Huang et al. [21,22] transformed fixture
deviation to deviation of the reference points on the part by coor-
dinate transformation. Camelio et al. [5] categorized fixture varia-
tion, which is perpendicular to the plane, into locating fixture
variation and holding fixture variation. Nevertheless, Camelio
et al. [5] only considered the effects of locating fixture variation at
the relocation process, but did not consider the impact of locating
fixture variation at the current assembly station.

This paper studies the deviation modeling and analysis of com-
pliant composite parts in single-station assembly process. The
developed method considers the PME and the FPE as the sources
of variation, and then predicts the output assembly deviation for
compliant composite assembly processes. A separate paper, Part
II of the current paper [23], will model the variation propagation
of composite parts in a multistation assembly process. The paper
is organized as follows: After the Introduction, Sec. 2 discusses
the factors influencing assembly accuracy and lists the assump-
tions of the model. Then, Sec. 3 develops a method to predict
assembly deviation for compliant composite parts in a single-station
assembly process given the PME and the FPE. Two case studies are
conducted in Sec. 4 to illustrate how to apply the method to a realis-
tic assembly issue. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 5.

2 Variation Factors and Assumptions

2.1 Variation Factors. In the variation analysis of single-
station composite assembly process, there are two major variation

factors: PME and FPE. In this study, only errors in the normal
direction of parts (i.e., z direction of the part coordinate system)
are considered because this paper focuses on large size plate com-
ponents with small ratios of thickness to length and width.

2.1.1 Description of PME. A PME is revealed by the detailed
shape of a manufactured part. In general, an infinite number of
points are required to accurately represent the shape of a part,
which will lead to time-consuming computational efforts. In order
to balance the dimensional accuracy and computational efficiency,
a set of key points on a part are selected to represent the PME,
which include joined points (JPs), fixture points (FPs), and points
of interest (also called measured points (MPs) in this paper). Any
point on a part can be selected as an MP based on the interests in
practice. A “3-2-1” principle [24] is a common locating mecha-
nism for a rigid body. However, an “N-2-1” locating principle
[25] is needed for a compliant part to prevent excessive deforma-
tion. For convenience of analyzing the effect of the FPE on the
assembly deviation, the fixtures are classified into two groups in
this paper: the “3-2-1” locating fixtures and the “N-3” holding fix-
tures [5]. Furthermore, the FPs are further grouped into two types
of points: locating FPs (LFPs) and holding FPs (HFPs). Three
LFPs are utilized to establish a datum to evaluate the PME of
other key points. As shown in Fig. 1, a coordinate system Oxyz is
established as the datum using those three LFPs. The dotted lines
represent the ideal part, while an actual part is marked with solid
lines. LFPs are marked with circles, and the ith LFP of the mth
part can be denoted as LFPm

i . Ellipses, diamonds, and crosses are
signs of HFPs, MPs, and JPs, respectively. The following figures
adopt the same marks for all of the key points. They are denoted
in the same way as LFPs, as shown in Fig. 1. The apostrophe is
utilized to distinguish the key points of the actual parts from the
corresponding points of the ideal parts. The small triangles with
letters associated to them represent the constraints provided by the
locating fixtures. The letters here mean the directions of con-
straints provided by these fixtures. When a PME is evaluated,
parts are considered to be constrained by three locating fixtures in
the nominal position. A PME is defined as the position differences
between the key points of the actual part and the corresponding
key points of the ideal parts in the coordinate system Oxyz. There-
fore, the PME of those three LFPs is zero.

2.1.2 Description of FPE. In our study, the ratios of part
thickness to the length and width of the part are very small
(4:1000–6:1000). Thus, the impact of the FPE in the plane on the
assembly deviation can be ignored. FPE is classified into two
types: locating fixture deviation (LFD) and holding fixture devia-
tion (HFD). Both of them are defined as the position difference
between the actual position (solid triangle) of a fixture and its
ideal position (dotted triangle) in the z direction based on the
datum built for PME, as shown in Fig. 2. They are denoted as
vP1

LFPi
i ¼ 1; 2; 3ð Þ and vP1

HFPj
j ¼ 1; 2ð Þ. In Fig. 2(a), the dotted lines,

solid lines, and dotted-dashed lines represent an ideal part, an
actual part, and a part state caused by the PME and the LFD,
respectively. The deviation of all the key points on the parts
caused by the PME and the LFD is defined as the position

Fig. 1 PME
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differences of the key points on the dotted-dashed lines with
respect to its projection on the ideal part. The influence of the
LFD can be treated as transferring the actual part from its nominal
locating fixtures (the solid lines) to the actual locating fixtures
(the dotted-dashed lines) by a rigid translation and rotation. Dif-
ferent from LFD, HFD can deform compliant parts. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), the part is deformed from the dotted-dashed lines to the
double dotted-dashed lines due to the impact of the HFD, which
causes deviation of the key points except LFPs. Extra deviation
caused by the HFD is defined as the position difference of key
points on the double dotted-dashed lines and the key points on the
dotted-dashed lines in the z direction. The part total deviation
(PTD) is the deviation of each key point resulted from PME, LFD,
and HFD. The deviation of each key point on a part is represented
as �vPm

• •2 LFPi;HFPj;JPh;MPgf g;�2 PME;MLF;HFD;f
�

PTDgÞ.
m (m¼1,2), i(i¼1,2,3), j(j¼1,2…,J), h(h¼1,2,…,H), and
g(g¼1,2,…,G) are indexes of parts, LFPs, HFPs, JPs, and MPs.

2.2 Assumptions for the Model. In the deviation modeling
and analysis, the following assumptions have been made:

(1) Parts are compliant with their deformation in the range of
linear elasticity. However, all fixtures are assumed to be
rigid without deformation.

(2) All of the assembly operations are accomplished within a
single station.

(3) In the single-station assembly, only the PME and the
FPE in the normal direction of plates are taken into
account.

(4) The PME and the FPE are small enough. Thus, the part
stiffness matrices, the assembly compliance matrix, and the
sensitivity matrix can be treated as constant during the
assembly process, and they are equal to the ones with nomi-
nal geometry located at the nominal fixtures.

(5) Gravity is not considered. The deformation caused by grav-
ity is not taken into account here.

3 Assembly Deviation Prediction for Composite Parts

in Single-Station Assembly

In this section, we will present our deviation modeling and
analysis methods in two steps: (1) deviation modeling and predic-
tion considering the PME only, and (2) deviation modeling and
prediction considering both the PME and the FPE.

3.1 Deviation Prediction of Composite Assembly
Considering the PME Only

3.1.1 Assembly Process of the Laminated Composite
Plates. Numerous papers [2–20] can be found studying how to
model assembly deviation for sheet metal assembly. Similar to
sheet metal assembly, the assembly process of laminated compos-
ite plates is a type of compliant part assembly, which is comprised
of four steps (Fig. 3):

(1) Loading parts to the fixtures (Fig. 3(a)): After the two parts
are located at the nominal fixtures, the PME is very clear.
Vectors, PMEVP1 and PMEVP2 , can be used to represent the
PME of these two parts if each part has more than one
source of variation.

(2) Clamping parts to the nominal position (Fig. 3(b)): The
gaps between the actual parts and the ideal parts are closed
by applying a set of clamping forces, F

P1

C and F
P2

C , to the
parts. Given the part equivalent stiffness matrices Kx

P1
and

Kx
P2

, the clamping forces needed to close the gaps will be
given by

F
P1

C ¼ Kx
P1
� �PMEVP1
� �

and F
P2

C ¼ Kx
P2
� �PMEVP2
� �

Note that Kx
P1

and Kx
P2

are different from the part stiffness matri-
ces of a sheet metal. Because composite material is anisotropic
material, coupling effects exist in nonsymmetric laminated com-
posite plates. For example, tension (or compression) deformation
and shear deformation will be created when bending load is
exerted on a nonsymmetric laminated composite plate [26]. The
derivation of the part equivalent stiffness matrix will be presented
in the later part of this section.

(3) Joining the parts, such as riveting (Fig. 3(c)): The two parts
are joined together while the clamping forces are still being
applied.

(4) Releasing clamps (RCs) and assembly springback (Fig.
3(d)): The assembly structure will have a springback after
the applied clamping forces are released from the parts.
The spring-back deviations are determined by the releasing
forces F

P1

RC and F
P2

RC, which have the same magnitude as the
clamping forces but in the opposite direction. With the aid
of assembly compliance matrix Cxx

A , the springback RCVA

caused by RCs can be obtained by the following
derivations:

RCVA ¼ Cxx
A �

F
P1

RC

F
P2

RC

( )

F
P1

RC

F
P2

RC

( )
¼ �F

P1

C

�F
P2

C

( )

F
P1

C

F
P2

C

( )
¼

Kx
P1

0

0 Kx
P2

" #
�
�PMEVP1

�PMEVP2

( )

RCVA ¼ Cxx
A �

Kx
P1

0

0 Kx
P2

" #
�

PMEVP1

PMEVP2

( )

RCVA ¼ RCSP�A �
PMEVP1

PMEVP2

( )
(1)

RCSP�A ¼ Cxx
A �

Kx
P1

0

0 Kx
P2

� �
(2)

Fig. 2 Fixture position error: (a) LFD and (b) HFD
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where matrix RCSP�A is called the sensitivity matrix. It linearly
relates the input, PME, PMEVP1 and PMEVP2 , to the output, spring-
back deformation of assembly RCVA. In this case, the spring-back
deformation of assembly is just the assembly deviation, VA.

3.1.2 Derivation of Equivalent Stiffness Matrix and
Compliance Matrix for Laminated Composite Plates. To model
dimensional deviation for a laminated composite plate assembly,
a new finite element equation expressing the relationship between
the external forces and the deformation, as shown in Eq. (3), is
derived on the basis of finite element theory. The derivation pro-
cess is presented in Appendix A

Kuu Kuv Kux

Kvu Kvv Kvx

Kxu Kxv Kxx

2
4

3
5

3n�3n

u

v

x

8<
:

9=
;

3n�1

¼
Fu

Fv

Fx

8<
:

9=
;

3n�1

(3)

For step 2 of the assembly process, there are only forces in the z
direction in the assembly process, as shown in Fig. 3(b). It indi-
cates that

Fu ¼ 0n�1 and Fv ¼ 0n�1 (4)

Substitute Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), and with proper derivations, we get

Kx � x ¼ Fx

where Kx is called as the equivalent structure stiffness matrix to
distinguish it from the structure stiffness matrix K. The expression
of Kx can be presented as

Kx ¼ Kxx �Kxu � Kvu �Kvx � Kuxð Þ�1 �Kuu

� ��1

� Kvx � Kuxð Þ�1 �Kuv �Kvv

� �

� Kuu � Kvu �Kvx � Kuxð Þ�1 �Kuu

� ��1

� Kvx � Kuxð Þ�1 �Kuv �Kvv

� �
þKuv

� 	�1

�Kux �Kxv � Kuu � Kvu �Kvx � Kuxð Þ�1 �Kuu

� ��1

� Kvx � Kuxð Þ�1 �Kuv �Kvv

� �
þKuv

� 	�1

�Kux (5)

For an isotropic sheet metal assembly, the relationship between
the assembly force in the z direction and the structure deformation
in the z direction for isotropic sheet metal is represented as
Kxx � x ¼ Fx, which was developed in the MIC literature [5,7].

It is noticed that the relationships between the assembly force
and the structure deformation for isotropic sheet metal and aniso-
tropic laminated composite plates are different. Furthermore, the
sensitivity matrix for those two types of material is different. Due
to the consideration of the coupling effects of the displacement in
the x, y, and z directions for the anisotropic composite plates, the
proposed modeling methods can be applied to predict the assem-
bly deviation of anisotropic composite part assembly.

For the releasing step, the equilibrium equation of the spring-
back deformation with respect to releasing forces can be
expressed as follows:

u

v

x

8<
:

9=
;

3n�1

¼
Cuu Cuv Cux

Cvu Cvv Cvx

Cxu Cxv Cxx

2
4

3
5

3n�3n

�
Fu

Fv

Fx

8<
:

9=
;

3n�1

(6)

Also, Eq. (4) holds for the releasing process and is substituted into
Eq. (6) to establish the relationship between the displacements
and the forces in the z direction as shown in the following
equation:

x ¼ Cxx � Fx (7)

In practice, all the equivalent stiffness matrices Kx
P1

, Kx
P2

and
compliance matrix Cxx

A can be attained by running finite element
models of each part and the assembly. As discussed in Sec. 2.2,
the nominal parts and assembly can be used to obtain the matrices
instead of the actual parts and assembly.

To obtain part stiffness matrices, a unit displacement load in
the x direction is applied at each JP of the nominal part. The forces
in the x direction at these points are recorded and sorted in a
matrix to represent the block stiffness matrix Kuu. It implies the
forces needed in the x direction for generating such displacements
in the x direction. Similarly, other block stiffness matrices can be
gained as described in Table 1. As for assembly compliance ma-
trix, a unit force load in the z direction should be exerted at each

Fig. 3 Assembly process considering PME only: (a) PME, (b)
clamping parts to nominal position, (c) riveting two parts
together, and (d) RCs and assembly springback
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JP, and then, the displacements in the z direction at each MP are
recorded and sorted in the matrix Cxx

A .
Moreover, the equivalent stiffness matrices Kx

P1
and Kx

P2
will

be realized based on Eq. (5). Combined with Eqs. (1) and (2), the
assembly deviation is predictable as long as the part deviation of
JPs is given.

The method is developed based on the MIC, and the method
can predict the assembly deviation for composite assembly. Thus,
the method is called as “MIC for composite assembly.”

3.2 Deviation Prediction of Composite Assembly Consid-
ering Both the PME and the FPE. In the composite assembly,
in addition to the PME, the FPE also has great effects on the final
assembly accuracy. However, no references considering the
impact of both the PME and the FPE on the 3D compliant assem-
bly were found. Figure 4 shows the procedures of deviation pre-
diction. In Fig. 4, �V�• � 2ð PME;MLF;HFD;PTD;C;RCf g;
• 2 LFP;HFP; JP;MPf g; � 2 Pm;Af g; m ¼ 1; 2ð ÞÞ represents the
deviation vectors of parts, assembly, or fixtures, where “�” is cor-
responding to the causes of deviation (“C” and “RC” are short
notations for “deviation caused by clamping parts to the nominal
position” and “deviation caused by releasing clamps,” respec-
tively), “•” shows the specific key points, and “�” indicates the

Table 1 Block stiffness matrix

The directions of unit displacement load

x y z

The directions
of forces

x Kuu Kuv Kux

y Kvu Kvv Kvx

z Kxu Kxv Kxx

Fig. 4 Procedures of assembly deviation prediction considering both the PME and the FPE
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location of the key points (for instance, on the mth part or assem-
bly). As an example, if the deviation is caused by the PME, the
deviation vector of JPs on part 1, which includes three JPs, is rep-

resented as PMEV
P1

JP ¼ PMEv
P1

JP1

PMEv
P1

JP2

PMEv
P1

JP3

h i
. The sensi-

tivity matrix S uses the same nomenclature as the deviation
vectors. Additionally, in the nomenclature of S, “A-B” means the
sensitivity matrix relates the deviation of A to the deviation of B.

3.2.1 Part Deviation of JPs, LFPs, and MPs Caused by the
PME and the LFD Before Clamping Parts to the Nominal Posi-
tions. The process of transferring a part from the nominal position
of fixtures to the actual position of fixtures can be described with
a translation and a rotation of a rigid body. Therefore, the impacts
of the LFD can be represented with a homogenous transformation
matrix. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the translation and rotation
process of the part. Three basic states of the part are shown in Fig.
5(a) using dotted lines, dotted-dashed lines, and solid lines,
respectively. There are three steps needed if a part is transferred
from its nominal position (dotted-dashed lines) to its actual posi-
tion (solid lines):

(i) In the first step, the actual part is shifted along the z direc-
tion until point LFP1

1 reaches the solid lines, as the double
dotted-dashed lines shown in Fig. 5(b). A translation
matrix T x�; y�; z�ð Þ is used to represent this translation
process

T x�; y�; z�ð Þ ¼
1 0

0 1

0 x�

0 y�

0 0

0 0

1 z�

0 1

2
664

3
775

Since the part moves along the z axis only from the nominal posi-
tion of LFP1

1 to its actual position, the following equation should
hold:

x� ¼ 0 y� ¼ 0 z� ¼ vP1

LFP1
(8)

(ii) In the second step, the shifted lines (double dotted-dashed
lines) are rotated around the x axis until point LFP1

2

reaches the solid lines, which is shown in Fig. 5(c) as the
dash lines. This transfer process is represented by a rota-
tion matrix R x; hxð Þ

R x; hxð Þ ¼
1 0

0 cos hx

0 0

�sin hx 0
0 sin hx

0 0

cos hx 0

0 1

2
664

3
775with tan hx ¼

vP1

LFP2
� vP1

LFP1

a

(iii) Figure 5(d) describes the last step: rotating the rotated part
(dash lines) around the y axis until point LFP1

3 touches the
solid lines. Another rotation matrix R y; hy

� �
is used to rep-

resent this rotation process

R y; hy

� �
¼

cos hy 0

0 1

sin hy 0

0 0

�sin hy 0

0 0

cos hy 0

0 1

2
66664

3
77775with

tan hy ¼
2 vP1

LFP1
� vP1

LFP3

� �
b

Up to now, all the three LFPs of the part get to their actual posi-
tions, and the transfer process is completed. Finally, the total
transformation matrix and the transformation relationship are pre-
sented in the following equations:

Ttotal ¼ T x�; y�; z�ð Þ � R x; hxð Þ � R y; hy

� �
(9)

xA
JPh

yA
JPh

zA
JPh

1
h iT

¼Ttotal � xN
JPh

yN
JPh

zN
JPh

1
h iT

h¼ 1;2;3ð Þ

(10)

xA
HFPj

yA
HFPj

zA
HFPj

1
h iT

¼Ttotal � xN
HFPj

yN
HFPj

zN
HFPj

1
h iT

j¼ 1;2ð Þ
(11)

Fig. 5 Calculation of part deviation caused by the PME and the LFD: (a) three states of a part,
(b) translation of the actual art along the z axis, (c) rotation of the shifted part around the x
axis, and (d) rotation of the rotated part around the y axis
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xA
MPg

yA
MPg

zA
MPg

1
h iT

¼Ttotal � xN
MPg

yN
MPg

zN
MPg

1
h iT

g¼ 1ð Þ
(12)

where (x, y, z) represents the coordinate values in the coordinate
system Oxyz. The superscripts “A” and “N” denote that the part is
located at the actual position of fixtures and the nominal position
of fixtures, respectively. The subscripts use the same nomencla-
ture as the deviation vector V.

In practice, it is easy to obtain x and y coordinates depended on
the positions of all fixtures and dimensions of the parts. The z
coordinates are equal to the corresponding PME, as illustrated in
Eq. (13). Part deviation caused by the PME and the LFD is the
actual z coordinate, as expressed in Eq. (14)

zN
JPh
¼ PMEv

P1

JPh
; zN

HFPj
¼ PMEv

P1

HFPj
; zN

MPg
¼ PMEv

P1

MPg

h ¼ 1; 2; 3; j ¼ 1; 2; g ¼ 1ð Þ (13)

MLFv
P1

JPh
¼ zA

JPh
; MLFv

P1

HFPj
¼ zA

HFPj
; MLFv

P1

MPg
¼ zA

MPg

h ¼ 1; 2; 3; j ¼ 1; 2; g ¼ 1ð Þ (14)

3.2.2 Extra Part Deviation of JPs and MPs Caused by the
HFD Before Clamping Parts to the Nominal Position. Figure 2(b)
describes the impact of the HFD on the part as the HFD brings
slight deformation on the part from the state marked by the
dotted-dashed lines to the one marked by the double dotted-
dashed lines. Taking part 1 for an example, the displacement of

the HFPs caused by a HFD is represented as V
P1

HFP � MLFV
P1

HFP

� �
.

Under the displacement loads, the part deforms slightly. Further-
more, extra deviations happen to other key points, JPs and MPs.
The relationship between the displacements of HFPs and JPs (or
MPs) is established by running finite element models with the
nominal geometry. A unit displacement load in the z direction is
applied at each HFP of the part. The displacements in the z direc-
tion at each JP and MP are recorded and sorted in the sensitivity

matrices HFDS
P1�P1

HFP�JP and HFDS
P1�P1

HFP�MP, respectively. The sensitiv-

ity matrices represent the displacement response of JPs and MPs
to a unit displacement load at HFPs. Therefore, an extra part devi-
ation (i.e., displacement response) of JPs and MPs caused by the
HFD can be represented as

HFDV
P1

JP ¼
HFDS

P1�P1

HFP�JP � V
P1

HFP � MLFV
P1

HFP

� �
HFDV

P1

MP ¼ HFDS
P1�P1

HFP�MP � V
P1

HFP � MLFV
P1

HFP

� �
Finally, the PTD of JPs and MPs caused by all the sources of

variation will be

PTDV
P1

JP ¼ MLFV
P1

JP þ HFDV
P1

JP

PTDV
P1

MP ¼ MLFV
P1

MP þ HFDV
P1

MP

3.2.3 Assembly Deviation of MPs After Assembly. Similar to
the assembly process considering the PME only, the assembly
process considering the PME and the FPE is described in Fig. 6.

After loading parts to the actual position (solid triangles), the

PTD of JPs and MPs on part 1 are PTDV
P1

JP and PTDV
P1

MP, where
PTDV

P1

JP is equivalent to PMEV
P1

JP in the assembly process consider-

ing the PME only. However, when clamping the JPs to their nomi-
nal positions, MPs cannot go back to their nominal positions due
to the impact of the FPE unless JPs are selected as MPs. Neverthe-
less, the displacement of MPs has a linear relationship with the
displacements of JPs in the process of clamping. The sensitivity

matrix CS
P1�P1

JP�MP of displacements of MPs in respect to that of

JPs can be obtained by the same method of calculating sensitivity

matrix HFDS
P1�P1

HFP�MP. The clamping displacement of MPs is given

by

Fig. 6 Assembly process of composite laminated plates: (a)
loading parts to fixtures, (b) clamping parts to nominal posi-
tions, (c) joining two parts, and (d) RCs and assembly
springback
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CV
P1

MP ¼
CS

P1�P1

JP�MP � �
PTDV

P1

JP

� �
:

Note that in the process of clamping, the direction of displacement
at JPs is opposite to that of PTD of JPs.

When it comes to the final step, spring-back deformations are
generated in the assembly due to the releasing of clamps. Similar
to the discussions in Sec. 3.1, the spring-back displacement at
MPs can be represented as

RCV
A

MP ¼
RCS

P�A

JP�MP �
PTDV

P1

JP

PTDV
P2

JP

( )

where the input is the PTD in this case, not just considering PME.
If JPs are points of concern, in other words, JPs are selected as

MPs, the assembly deviation will be

VA
MP ¼ RCV

A

MP

Otherwise, the assembly deviation will be

VA
MP ¼ PTDV

Pm

MP þ
CV

Pm

MP þ
RCV

A

MP m ¼ 1; 2ð Þ

4 Case Study

Two case studies are conducted to illustrate how to predict
assembly deviation in these two settings discussed in Sec. 3.

4.1 Problem Description. In this case study, two pieces of
composite laminated plates are joined together by riveting, as
shown in Fig. 7. The sizes of parts 1 and 2 are 1000� 1000� 4
mm3 and 1000� 1000� 6 mm3, respectively. Part 1 is made of
four plies, and the orientations of the four plies are 90 deg/0 deg/
90 deg/0 deg; while the orientations of the six plies for part 2 are
90 deg/0 deg/90 deg/0 deg/90 deg/0 deg. The thickness of each ply
is 1 mm and the material property of each ply is shown in Table 2.
Those two parts are constrained by fixtures marked by small trian-
gles in Fig. 7. The constrained directions are represented with let-
ters associated to triangles. In this study, three couples of JPs are
assumed to be located at the edge of the parts. In each part, two
fixture locators are positioned at two corners and other fixture
locators are distributed uniformly along the centerline of the part,
as shown in Fig. 7.

4.1.1 Case 1: Problem Definition for Assembly Deviation
Prediction of Composite Assembly Considering the PME Only. In
this case study, we consider deviations of all the key points as the
potential sources of variation. Those key points include LFPs,
HFPs, JPs, and MPs. Based on the definition of PME, the PME of
LFPs is zero. The sources of variation are PME of two JPs at the
free corners. The case study will be conducted in two problem set-
tings to prove that the developed method is valid statistically and
can predict assembly deviation of any points of the assembly
accurately.

(i) Problem one is to find the mean and standard deviation of
errors of one point (i.e., MPs) on the assembly, given the

Fig. 7 Diagram of assembly

Table 2 Material property

EX (MPa) EY (MPa) EZ (MPa) GXY (MPa) GYZ (MPa) GXZ (MPa) PRXY PRYZ PRXZ

1250 300 300 50 20 50 0.25 0.25 0.01

Fig. 8 Mesh and nodes of the assembly
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mean and standard deviation of the sources of variation. In
this study, the joined point JP1

1 is selected as the MP. The
deviations of the sources of variation are generated by
MATLAB. The deviations of each source of variation follow a
normal distribution; the mean and the standard deviation of
the distribution are set as l¼ 1 and r¼ 1, and the sample
size is n¼ 500. Four sources of variations are independent
to each other. The results of deviation prediction gotten
using the MIC for composite assembly will be compared
with that of the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). The MCS
is performed by running a finite element model, which con-
siders the deviations of the sources of variation, following
the steps described in Sec. 3.1.1.

(ii) Problem two is to predict the assembly deviations of all
points (nodes) of the final assembly, given one set of source
of variation randomly chosen from these 500 sets of

sources of variation. Similarly, the prediction results will
be compared with that of the MCS.

4.1.2 Case 2: Problem Definition for Assembly Deviation
Prediction of Composite Assembly Considering Both the PME
and the FPE. Various variation factors are regarded as sources of
variation. The generation of the deviation of sources of variation
in case 2 follows the same procedure and assumptions used in
case 1. The PME of JPs, HFPs, and MPs follows normal distribu-
tions (l¼ 1, r¼ 1, and sample size n¼ 500). The LFD and the
HFD follow normal distributions (l¼ 1, r¼ 1, and n¼ 500) and
(l¼ 2, r¼ 1, and n¼ 500), respectively. For convenience of com-
parison with results predicted in problem 1 of case 1, joined point
JP1

1 is chosen as MP.

4.2 Prediction Results and Discussion. The prediction
results in two cases are presented in two parts.

4.2.1 Deviation Prediction Results of Composite Assembly
Considering the PME Only. The prediction results are exhibited
in two sections, based on the problem described in Sec. 4.1.1. In
either section, the sensitivity matrix should be specified first. To
guarantee the accuracy, 1681 nodes are created in the finite ele-
ment model, as shown in Fig. 8, to calculate the stiffness matrices
and the compliance matrix. For the second problem, the size of
sensitivity matrix is 1681� 4, if all the nodes are treated as MPs.
To balance the prediction accuracy and computational efforts, 50
nodes uniformly distributed on the assembly are selected as the
MPs marked by circle as shown in Fig. 8. Depending on the meth-
ods discussed in Sec. 3.1, the stiffness matrices of parts 1 and 2
and sensitivity matrix for 50 MPs are given in Appendices B and
C, respectively.

For problem 1, JP1
1 (i.e., node 21 in Fig. 8) is selected as the

MP. The corresponding sensitivity matrix is comprised of the
terms in the 21st row of the sensitivity matrix for 50 MPs

RCS
P�A

JP�MP ¼ 0:1700 �0:0055 0:5919 �0:0184

 �

Given the deviations of four JPs and the sensitivity matrix, the
deviations of the MP can be obtained by using Eq. (1). As dis-
cussed earlier, the MCS is conducted with the same problem set-
tings. Figure 9 describes the distributions of assembly deviations
predicted with the two methods. The mean and standard deviation
of the deviation simulation are presented in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that the prediction results of MIC for composite
assembly are highly consistent with the results from the MCS
method. In addition, the deviation of the assembly may be smaller
than the deviation of the sources of variation because the sources
of variation may counteract each other, which can be observed in
this case study.

As to problem 2, only one set of source of deviation is given as
shown in Table 4.

According to the sensitivity matrix presented in the Appendi-
ces, the assembly deviations of the 50 nodes are calculated. Figure
10 and Table 5 show the comparison of the result from the MIC
for composite assembly, v, and the result from the MCS, vMCS.
Those results indicate that these two methods coincide with each
other very well, which verifies that the MIC for composite assem-
bly is valid for any points on the assembly.

4.2.2 Deviation Prediction Results of Composite Assembly
Considering the PME and the FPE. To analyze the influences of
the FPE over the assembly variation, comparison of the assembly

Fig. 9 Distribution of assembly deviation of node 21: (a) MIC
for composite assembly and (b) MCS for composite assembly

Table 3 Comparison of the two methods

Part deviation
of node 21

Assembly deviation
of node 21

Generated
by MATLAB

MIC for composite
assembly MCS

Mean deviation (mm) 1.0000 0.7440 0.7432
Standard deviation (mm) 1.0000 0.5936 0.5939

Table 4 Source of variation for problem two

JP1
1 JP1

2 JP2
1 JP2

2

Magnitude (mm) 1.5461 2.5237 1.0902 0.8408
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deviations attained in two cases is conducted. Therefore, node 21
is viewed as a MP again.

Before the analysis of the impacts of the FPE on the assembly
variation, it is necessary to verify the validity of the prediction
results from the developed MIC for the composite assembly. Con-
sidering the PME and the FPE, the deviation prediction results of
composite assembly from the MIC for composite assembly and
that from the MCS method are shown in Table 6. The comparison
study indicates that the prediction results from the MIC for com-
posite assembly are satisfactory.

The deviation track of node 21 during the assembly process is
shown in Fig. 11 and Table 7.

Table 7 shows that the LFD and the HFD can significantly
affect the part deviation before joining two parts together. How-
ever, the assembly process may decrease the assembly deviation
due to the counteracting deviation of two parts before the assem-
bly is unloaded from the fixtures.

The comparison of assembly deviation caused by the PME and
that caused by both the PME and the FPE is presented in Table 8.
It suggests the impact of the FPE over assembly deviation cannot
be neglected because they change the assembly deviation
significantly.

5 Conclusions

This paper developed a method of predicting assembly devia-
tion in a single-station composite assembly process with consider-
ation of both the PME and the FPE. Based on the method
discussed in Ref. [4], an MIC for composite assembly is proposed
to study the deviation modeling for compliant composite part
assembly. In this method, an equivalent stiffness matrix Kx

P is
derived to define the relationships between the parts deviations
and the assembly deviations with the help of the FEA theory.
Homogenous transformation is used to represent the influence of
the LFD, while the impact of the HFD is addressed by establishing
a sensitivity matrix between HFPs and JPs (or MPs). As a result, a
new method is developed to predict the assembly deviation based
on the given sources of variation. Two case studies are conducted:
the first case study is to predict the assembly deviation with the
consideration of the PME only. The results of deviation prediction
with the proposed MIC for composite assembly are consistent to

Fig. 10 Comparison of two methods for the second problem

Table 5 Comparison of two methods for the second problem

No. of node |v� vMCS|(mm) No. of node 100%� |v� vMCS|/vMCS (%)

The largest value 21 0.00199 37 0.3127
The smallest value 39 0.00001 14 0.0203

Fig. 11 Deviation distribution of node 21: (a) considering
PME 1 LFD, (b) considering PME 1 LFD 1 HFD, and (c) after
assembly
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that of MCS, which demonstrates the accuracy and confidence of
the proposed method; the second case study reveals that devia-
tions are absorbable due to neutralization of two parts deviation in
an assembly process before unloading the assembly from the
fixtures.

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(1) It develops a method of predicting the assembly deviation
for composite assembly. Considering the anisotropic char-
acteristics of laminated composite plates, a force in the sin-
gle direction applied to the structure will lead to the
displacements in the x, y, and z directions. In this paper,
the displacement in one single direction and the force in
one single direction are of our concern. Therefore, the rela-
tionship between the structure deformation in the z direc-
tion and the force applied to the structure in the z direction
is derived in this paper to establish a model relating the
assembly deviation to the part deviation. The key challenge
to predict the assembly deviation for the laminated compos-
ite plates is to decouple the relationship between the dis-
placement of the assembled part in one single direction and
the force applied in one single direction from the relation-
ship between the displacement of the assembled part in all
x, y, and z directions and the force applied in one single
direction.

(2) The developed modeling and analysis method considers all
three sources of variation, including the PME, the LFD,
and the HFD, in the assembly deviation prediction and
analysis. A homogenous transformation method is adopted
to analyze the deviation caused by the LFD and the HFD.
The extra deformation of the structure caused by the HFD
is obtained by a sensitivity matrix relating the displacement
of the HFPs to the displacement of the other key points.
Eventually, the PTD is attained by summing the deviation
caused by the PME and the LFD, as well as the additional
deformation caused by the HFD together. The PTD is the
total input of the prediction model proposed in this paper.
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Nomenclature

A ¼ assembly
C ¼ clamping parts to the nominal position

FPE ¼ fixture position error
FPs ¼ fixture points

g ¼ number of MP
h ¼ number of JP

HFD ¼ holding fixture deviation
HFPs ¼ holding fixture points

i ¼ number of LFP
j ¼ number of HFP

JPs ¼ joining points
LFD ¼ locating fixture deviation
LFPs ¼ locating fixture points
MLF ¼ part manufacturing error and locating fixture deviation
MPs ¼ measured points

Pm ¼ part m
PME ¼ part manufacturing error
PTD ¼ part total deviation

RC ¼ releasing clamp
�S�1��2

•1�•2
¼ sensitivity matrix relates the deviation of key point •1 on

structure �1 to the deviation of the key point •2 on struc-
ture �2 caused by �, •1 and •2 2 fLFP;HFP; JP;MPg,
� 2 HFD;C;RCf g, �1 and �22 Pm;Af g; m ¼ 1; 2ð Þ

�V�• ¼ deviation vector of the key point • on structure � caused
by �, •2fLFP;HFP;JP;MPg, �2 Pm;Af g; m¼ 1;2ð Þ,
�2 PME;MLF;HFD;PTD;C;RCf g

�vPm
• ¼ deviation of the key point • on part m caused by �,

�2 PME;MLF;HFD;PTDf g, •2 LFPi;HFPj;JPh;MPgf g

Appendix A: Derivation of the Relationship Between

External Forces and the Deformation

According to the principle of minimal potential energy, the total
potential function can be represented as

Pp ¼
ð ð

X

1

2
eTDe

� 	
dxdy�

ð
S3

VnxdSþ
ð

S2þS3

Mn
@x
@n

dS

�
ð ð

X
qxdxdy�

X
i

uT
i Fi þ

X
j

Mj
dx
dx

� 	
j

(A1)

where the first term is the potential energy generated by the internal
force; the second term and the third term are the potential energy cre-
ated on the boundary of a plate; and the last three terms represent the
potential energy produced by three external forces: the body force q,
the concentrated force F, and the bending moment M.

Clamping plates to the nominal position or releasing clamps af-
ter joining two plates can be viewed as a plate bending problem.
In the process, no potential energy is created on the boundary of
the plates [27], and only the concentrated forces are imposed on
the plates. Thus, Eq. (A1) can be simplified as

Table 6 Comparison of the two methods for case 2

Assembly deviation of node 21

MIC for composite assembly MCS

Mean deviation (mm) 1.5263 1.3526
Standard deviation (mm) 1.3814 1.4215

Table 7 Deviation change of node 21 during the assembly process

Part deviation of node 21 Assembly deviation of node 21

Generated by MATLAB Caused by PME and LFD Caused by PME, LFD, and HFD Caused by PME and FPE

Mean deviation (mm) 1.0000 2.0836 2.1363 1.5263
Standard deviation (mm) 1.0000 2.4409 2.3842 1.3814

Table 8 Comparison of assembly deviation in two cases

Assembly deviation of node 21

Case 1 Case 2

Mean deviation (mm) 0.7440 1.5263
Standard deviation (mm) 0.5936 1.3814
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Pp¼
ðð

X

1

2
eTDe

� 	
dxdy�

X
i

uT
i Fi (A2)

where e represents general strains, F is the concentrated force, and
u is the displacement corresponding to F. D is defined as an elas-
tic relationship matrix which is linearly related to the general in-
ternal forces with general strains.

For a bending problem of composite laminated plates, the rela-

tionship between the general internal forces N M

 �T

and the

general strains e are given by

N

M

� 
¼ C � e

Here, e¼ e0
x e0

y c0
xy jx jy jxy

h iT

,
N

M

� 
¼ Nx Ny Nxy Mx My Mxy


 �T
,

and

C ¼ A B

B D

� �
¼

A11 A12 A16

A12 A22 A26

A16 A26 A66

B11 B12 B16

B12 B22 B26

B16 B26 B66

B11 B12 B16

B12 B22 B26

B16 B26 B66

D11 D12 D16

D12 D22 D26

D16 D26 D66

2
6666664

3
7777775

where strains e incorporate the normal strains on the midplane in
the x and y directions, the shear strains on the midplane and three
types of plate curvatures, general internal forces [N M]T tensile
forces, shear force, bending moment, and torsion moment [28].
Matrices A, B, and D are named as extensional stiffness matrix,
coupling stiffness matrix, and bending stiffness matrix, respec-
tively. All the elements of matrix C are the function of engineer-
ing constants, elastic modulus E, Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus
G, and thickness of every ply of composite laminated plates.

Accordingly, Eq. (A2) can be rewritten as

Pp ¼
ð ð

X

1

2
eTCe

� 	
dxdy�

X
i

uT
i Fi (A3)

Linkage between the strains and the displacements can be pre-
sented as

e ¼ Lu (A4)

where u is a displacement vector comprised of displacements in
the x, y, and z directions; L is the differential
operator that relates the general strains to the general

displacements. They are expressed as u ¼ u v x

 �T

and

L ¼

@

@x
0

@

@y
0 0 0

0
@

@y

@

@x
0 0 0

0 0 0 � @2

@x2
� @2

@y2
�2

@2

@x@y

2
66666664

3
77777775

T

.

Substitution of Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A3) gives

Pp ¼
ð ð

X

1

2
Luð ÞTC Luð Þ

� 	
dxdy�

X
i

uT
i Fi (A5)

To construct the finite element form of a bending problem with
the composite laminated plates, the plate structure should be split
into many small elements. How fine the structure needs to be
meshed is essential to balance the simulation accuracy and the
computational efficiency. Generally, the more the elements there

are, the more accurate the simulation results will be, and also the
more time needed for computation. However, once the mesh is
fine enough, a finer mesh will not significantly contribute to more
accurate results. It is of great importance to determine how fine
the mesh should be in practice. In addition, the shapes of elements
are critical to the simulation accuracy. The most commonly used
element is the triangle element that shows a strong adaptability to
complex shapes of the analyzed structures. Triangle elements with
three nodes are taken, for instance, to derive the finite element
equation. Each node has three degrees-of-freedom displacements
in the x, y, and z directions. As shown in Fig. 12, displacements in
the x, y, and z directions for the node i are denoted as ui, vi, and
xi. Node displacement vector for a triangle element can be repre-
sented as

ae ¼ ui uj um vi vj vm xi xj xm


 �T
Displacement function of a triangle element can be represented as
a linear combination of displacements of all nodes in the element

u ¼ Nae (A6)

N ¼

Ni Nj Nm

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Ni Nj Nm

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Ni Nj Nm

2
66664

3
77775

where vector u represents the displacements of any point in the
element in the x, y, and z directions; N is an interpolation
function.

Substituting Eq. (A6) into Eq. (A5) gives

Pp ¼
X

e

1

2
aeð ÞT

ð ð
Xe

LNð ÞTC LNð Þdxdy�ae

2
4

1
A

0
@

�
X

e

aeð ÞT
X

k

NTFk

� 	
(A7)

For convenience of expression, the element stiffness matrix Ke

and vector of element equivalent node load Fe are defined as
follows:

Fig. 12 Triangle element with three nodes
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Ke ¼
ð ð

Xe

LNð ÞTC LNð Þdxdy ¼
eKuu eKuv eKux

eKvu eKvv eKvx

eKxu eKxv eKxx

2
4

3
5

9�9ð Þ

Fe ¼
X

k

NTFk

¼ eFu
i

eFu
j

eFu
m

eFv
i

eFv
j

eFv
m

eFx
i

eFx
j

eFx
m

h iT

9�1ð Þ

Furthermore, Eq. (A7) can be rewritten as

Pp ¼
X

e

1

2
aeð ÞTKeae

� 	
�
X

e

aeð ÞTFe

� �
(A8)

The above equation specifies that each term of total potential
energy of the structure can be represented as the summation of the
corresponding terms in the total potential energy matrices of all of
the elements. It implies that the order of element displacement
matrices (i.e., degree-of-freedom of element nodes) should be
equal to the order of structure displacement matrices (i.e., the
degree-of-freedom of structure nodes). Hence, a transformation
matrix G should be introduced to represent the displacement vec-
tor of element nodes using displacement vector of structure nodes

ae ¼ Ga (A9)

where

a ¼ u1 � � � ui � � � uj � � � um � � � un v1 � � � vi � � � vj � � � vm � � � vn x1 � � � xi � � � xj � � � xm � � � xn


 �T

1 � � � i � � � j � � � m � � � n 1 � � � i � � � j � � � m � � � n 1 � � � i � � � j � � � m � � � n

G9�3n ¼

0 � � � 1 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 1 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 1 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 1 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 1 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 1 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 1 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 1 � � � 0 � � � 0

0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 � � � 1 � � � 0

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

Here, i, j, m, and n are the number of nodes that compose the
structure, respectively.

Substituting Eq. (A9) into Eq. (A8) gives the discrete form of
total potential energy

Pp ¼ aT 1

2

X
e

GTKeGð Þa� aT
X

e

GTFeð Þ (A10)

The stiffness matrix and the vector of equivalent node load of the
whole structure are represented as

K ¼
X

e

GTKeG and F ¼
X

e

GTFe

Accordingly, Eq. (A10) can be rewritten as

Pp ¼
1

2
aTKa� aTF

Based on minimum potential energy principle and variational
principle, it is given that

@Pp

@a
¼ 0

Thus

Ka ¼ F (A11)

The corresponding matrix form of Eq. (A11) is

Kuu Kuv Kux

Kvu Kvv Kvx

Kxu Kxv Kxx

2
4

3
5

3n�3n

u

v

x

8<
:

9=
;

3n�1

¼
Fu

Fv

Fx

8<
:

9=
;

3n�1

(A12)

where each submatrix in Eq. (A12) can be further represented as

Krs ¼

krs
11 krs

12

krs
21 krs

22

� � � krs
1n

� � � krs
2n

� �

krs
n1 krs

n2

. .
.

�

� � � krs
nn

2
666666664

3
777777775

r; s ¼ u; v;xð Þ

r ¼ r1 r2 � � � rn


 �T
r ¼ u; v;xð Þ

Fr ¼ Fr
1 Fr

2 � � � Fr
n


 �T
r ¼ u; v;xð Þ

Here, the mechanics meaning of the term Krs
ij in the structure stiff-

ness matrix is the force in the r direction needed from the ith node
to produce the unit displacement in the s direction at the jth node,
and n is the total number of nodes.
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Appendix B: Part Stiffness Matrices

The stiffness matrices of parts 1 and 2 are

KP1
¼

79:0357 �12:2293 �25:9650

�12:2293 93:1698 2:8837

�25:9650 2:8837 85:3115

1:3197 0:0635 0:0025

35:8957 �0:0043 0:0568

�56:4629 0:0110 0:0110
1:3197 35:8957 �56:4629

0:0635 �0:0043 0:0110

0:0025 0:0568 0:0110

91:0388 �0:0177 �0:0177

�0:0177 0:0117 0:0005

�0:0177 0:0005 0:0117

2
6666664

3
7777775

KP2
¼

120:0855 �18:4255 39:4380

�18:4255 141:4567 �4:2780

39:4380 �4:2780 129:8518

�2:0877 �0:0968 �0:0039

�54:4435 0:0065 �0:0864

�86:1358 0:0170 0:0170
�2:0877 �54:4435 �86:1358

�0:0968 0:0065 0:0170

�0:0039 �0:0864 0:0170

138:4916 �0:0274 �0:0274

�0:0274 0:0405 0:0018

�0:0274 0:0018 0:0405

2
6666664

3
7777775

The corresponding equivalent stiffness matrices are

Kx
P1
¼ 0:0116 0:0005

0:0005 0:0116

� �
and Kx

P2
¼ 0:0404 0:0018

0:0018 0:0404

� �

Appendix C: Sensitivity Matrix for 50 MPs
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